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01 A leaf from the Diary of the Chairperson
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IDOD Meeting 
It has been a hectic time for Dr. Mithu Alur. Preparations for the International 
Day of the Disabled are going on. A global webinar, replete with Panel 
discussions and a collage of wheelchair dances is being tied up. And the 
perfectionist that Dr. Mithu Alur is,  the programme is looking wonderful

 

We celebrate on 2nd December!
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Our longest international project is a six-month, Asia-Pacific course for Master Trainers in partnership 
with The Women's Council, UK, called the Community Initiatives in Inclusion (CII) Course.

The course was developed by Dr. Alur in collaboration with the Dr Sheila Wirz and Dr Prue Chalker, from 
the Centre for International Health and Development (CIHD), London.  It was conducted as a local level 
course in the first year and became a National level course in its second year. A meeting with The Women's 
Council, UK, elevated the course to an Asia Pacific one. The Women's Council is voluntary, non -political, 
non- sectarian organisation that aims to promote friendship and cooperation between women of Asian 
Countries and the UK. It has 26 participating Asia Pacific member countries, and the female Heads of 
Mission or the wives of Heads of Mission to the Court of St James are the Patrons of the Council. The 
Women's Council funds the training element and provides extra help in the form of scholarships to cover 
the residential costs and contributions towards the fares of women who would not otherwise be able to 
participate.  

The CII course is concerned with community issues and is firmly rooted in the social model of disability, 
moving away from a medical approach to a social approach, which observes and analyzes the barriers to 
inclusion. The course aims to prepare participants to be management personnel, able to run, plan, and to 
train others to run, community disability services, within an inclusive framework. A further aim is to 
promote the inclusion of disabled children and their families in mainstream education and all other 
opportunities available in their communities.We have so far have trained  400 participants from 20 
countries that include Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan, Malaysia, 
Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Sri Lanka, Tajikistan, The Republic of Maldives, 
Tibetan Government in Exile, Tonga, Vietnam

The course, which has a strong practical element, includes modules on Disability, Policy, Inclusion and 
Community and is conducted in two phases. The first fourteen weeks consist of taught sessions, practical 
and field work in Mumbai. At the end of first phase, the participants submit a Culture and Context specific 
project along with the action plan developed under the guidance of Dr. Mithu Alur on spreading inclusion 
in their respective countries. The last three months of the course consists of the implementation phase 
where the participants implement the action plans in their own communities and places of work.

Since the participants come from diverse backgrounds and are not proficient in English, faculty member 
and Advisor, Skills Development Centre, Swami Mounananda, holds regular classes on English speaking 
classes and presentation skills.

The curriculum is delivered through Interactive Teaching strategies that include lectures, workshops, 
seminars, films on disability, field trips, visits, projects, debates, focus, group discussions, classroom 
observations, interactive sessions with students and young adults, and case studies.

In addition to the curriculum, the participants experience inclusion through their participation  in all the 
events and co- curricular activities at ADAPT such as the Tata Mumbai Marathon, ADAPT's Annual Show, 
the Annual Sports Day and Inclusive Mela (Fair). 

Formerly The Spastics Society of India founded by Dr. Mithu Alur

Our Partnership with 
The Women's Council, UK



The participants present their context and country-specific projects and their individual action plans at 
the valedictory function and are awarded the participants their certificates of attendance for the first 
phase of the CII 2019 course and their identity cards to the National and Asian Alliance for Inclusion. This 
is a body set up by Dr. Mithu Alur which assures them of future linkages and support in training programs 
by ADAPT in their countries and any other guidance that they may need in future.

The course faculty comprises of Dr. Alur, her team and external professionals. Ms. Antonia Derry who 
managed the financial aspect and Dr. Frances Moore, the Honorary Training Advisor were a part of the 
course since its inception. We now welcome Mrs. Rachel Tainsh.  

It has been a pleasure to work with Chairperson, Pat Yaxley, and other members of The Women's Council, 
who have visited us over the years such as Baroness Sreela Flather who has graced CII inauguration 
ceremonies and hosts the annual meeting of the council at the House of Lords and Mrs. Rosina Dhalla. 

The CII for us is a very exciting time of the year when students from across the Asia Pacific region 
congregate at ADAPT, giving it a mini UN look. 

We share, with great sorrow, the news of the passing away of Ms. Antonia Derry. She was responsible for 
the smooth movement of the financial and administrative aspects of the course, often working through 
Christmas time to ensure that the participants travel was not affected. We miss her terribly. 

We thank the Women's Council for their continued support through the years and for helping spread the 
message, the philosophy and the ideology of inclusion across the Asia Pacific region.
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INTEGRATION AND POLICY FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION IN DHARAVI SLUMS
Dr. Mithu Alur and Madhuri Pai

For the last five years at a local level in Dharavi, the Spastics Society of India (SS1),is integrating children with special 
educational needs (SEN) into community schools or in other special schools. In spite of the initiative, tremendous amount of 
advanced preparation, manpower and support provided for this program it has met with only limited success. It is felt that a 
comprehensive strategic planning is required to mobilize the community for an upward integration project. A policy decision 
regarding implementation is necessary for the success of the program.

Keeping in mind the research experiences and policy formulations relevant to the community education, we feel the following 
conditions must be satisfied for an effective intervention programme:
• Positive attitudes and expectations
• Teacher support in meeting the needs of the children 
• Necessary resources to support the service

To fulfill these conditions a number of programs would have to be undertaken: 

• The first step is identification of children with SEN. This cab, be accomplished with the help, of the available network of 
community health and anganwadi workers.

• Community awareness programs to explain why integration at various levels is required, resource implications, social 
obligation etc.

• Parents education to make them aware of the problems of segregation, their rights, roles and responsibilities.
• In-service training of teachers to help them to meet the needs of SEN children. A modular approach linked with a higher 

diploma, may be a helpful incentive.
• Direct support to children through one to one interaction for varying periods of time, therapy, co-ordination regarding aids 

and appliances, personal problems like adjustment, counseling and/or other special educational problems etc, should be 
made available.

• Developing a uniform policy regarding main streaming. Common goals with regard to the school responsibility towards 
overall development of children, equal opportunities, possibility of vocational training and future employment must be set.

Extensive research and our experience of the last twenty years in the field of special education shows that without such a 
document the schools' role in the process of integration remains unclear, confusion, occurs and the interests of the SEN children, 
are overlooked.

We have further found that. 
• Assessment, monitoring and record keeping must be done by an independent agency familiar with SEN children as well as 

the difficulties faced by the school authorities.
• The staff development must be carried out by the support professionals. A multi dimensional training including school 

based training, authority wide training, training of interest groups, coordinators, non teaching staff must be undertaken 
periodically.

Curriculum and resource planning is a crucial step. Special teaching methods and approaches, in-class support / withdrawal 
teaching, co-operative teaching, resources for special equipment, tackling issues related to disability must be given special 
attention. 

We are acutely aware that the area of special education has rapidly undergone changes in India. Although we have not been able 
to keep pace with the advances in the developed countries, we appreciate that policy development can't be a stagnant, one time 
effort. It has to be reviewed periodically.

We have learnt about the potential of children with disabilities and the power of optimism held by their parents and teachers, 
indicating hat this optimism will continue to achieve a positive change.

As a first step towards development of a comprehensive policy for integrated education, we have collected background 
information on Dharavi.

SIZE: 
Dharavi is reputed to be the largest slum in Asia covering approximately 175 hectares (Ha) of land. It is situated in the centre of 
Greater Bombay between the western and harbor railway lines and the link road to the north. The land is owned principally by 
the Municipality 104 Ha, private ownership 43 Ha, and Government land 28 Ha.
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POPULATION:

The population is extremely heterogeneous comprising different castes and tribal and ethnic groups from all over India, The 
local State language is Marathi but many others like Telegu and Hindi are also spoken.

The total population of Dharavi is estimated at 400,000. It is difficult to estimate with any degree of absolute accuracy as it is 
estimated that around 20pc of the population comprises of migrants who are floating in and out of the slum (SS1 Survey 1986, 
and 1CDS 1988)

As India has the largest child population in the world of over 300 million, about 22 pc of the developing .world population 
according to the 1981 census of India, it is not surprising that there are large number of children here.

HDUSING: 
The housing in Dharavi comprises of squatter settlement, pavement dwellers, chawls. 

The dwellings in the settlement ale made of a variety of materials, and there are open drains between the closely packed huts 
called chawls. As it is an established sl JP there are pan tile roofs to keep out the monsoon rains, but In general the houses are 
flimsy, extremely small and overcrowded. A typical hut is a small room of 10 ft x 10 ft. with a family of five living the A. (reference 
M.Alur - the World Congress of Disability, Japan, 1988 and Chandigarh 1989).

Sanitary conditions are practically non-existent, and water is quite scarce. However housing is currently being redeveloped 
with small blocks of flats being built and slum-dwellers relocated. (Ref.. BMC 1993 ) This promises to be a slow process taking 
up to twenty years,. Although World Bank and Government of India have taken Up slum reconstruction schemes in a large scale.

OCCUPATIONS/EMPLOYMENT:
Majority of the workforce at Dharavi belong to the unorganized sector of what is known as "C" and "D" category workers with a 
salary scale not exceeding Rs. 1500/- per month. They are engaged in trades such as, broom making, rag picking, tanning, and 
leather work, fishery, and many are tailors, and domestic servants, such as cooks, drivers, sweepers; other skilled labour include 
plumbers, electricians, and carpenters.

HEALTH CARE NUTRITION:
Due to the Filthy environment and low level hygiene and nutrition, there is a high rate of infection and is explicably linked to 
conditions of poverty.

DISABILITY RATE: 
The major crippling disease in the area is polio. Analysis of distribution of disabled shows that 36.8% suffered from physical is 
ability, polio being chef common cause (Prevalence and Incidence of Childhood Disabilities in-Bombay, 1986 - 8-10% of families 
have a disabled child.1981 census established that (here were high levels of disability in India finding at least 12 million with 1 
disability. However, we have found this to be a very conservative estimate as our data and WHO survey has -estimated disability 
in India to be in the range of 10 S.

The SSI's existing service in the slum: KARUNA SADAN

A hospital based Community Rehabilitation service was set up in 1985 to reach out to the large population of disabled living in 
the slums of Dharavi.

The centre (Karuna Sadan) is located in the Urban Health Centre of Sion Hospital, Karuna Sadan has expanded to provide ' ,e 
following services to approximately seven hundred and fifty is abled people: 
• Prevention 
• Immunization
• Nutrition and health care
• Early identification of disability
• Assessment,
• Pre School Education
• Therapy and treatment,
• Early stimulation
• Proilision of aids and appliances,.
• Training courses
• Home management and parent training.
• Family counselling,
• Training of community health workers and Anganwadi workers
• Community awareness programmes.
• Regular courses for MBBS students
• Certificate course for anganwadi workers.
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KARUNA SADAN PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION
 
Three pre-school groups were originally started because some children after therapy needed the input of special education. In 
addition there were some children unable to walk very far whose mothers or careers could not carry them to long distances to 
other facilities. 

Children with mild handicapping conditions were referred to the local school system. Children with other disabilities such as 
loss of vision or h4ariiig Eire referred to the appropriate service. Children suffering from malnutrition are referred to !CDS along 
the corridor.

Many able-bodied children are unable to attend school regularly as often they are expected to help at home, particularly if they 
are girls, and those children who for one reason or another were unable to integrate in mainstream school were accommodated 
in the SSI pre-school project.

MOTHERS AND CARERS: 

A characteristic of the project was that mothers remained with their babies to learn how to deal with the child's disabilities, and 
prevent secondary or tertiary handicaps, and offer stimulation and physical care. Many of the women had severe problems 
associated with the living conditions and attitudes in the family. Several hours a day were spent queuing for water, and there 
were other children to look after, majority of women were working and contributing to the family income. Siblings regularly 
accompanied their disabled brother or sister and joined in play and activities.

The SSI Project has provided counseling for women about a great many problems surrounding their child's disability and their 
personal circumstances. Often they are rejected by their husbands or families particularly in-laws, or insulted by neighbors who 
think that they have bad karma and must have been punished for misdeeds in an earlier existence. Family violence is common 
place, and the problem:, of family limitation are complex involving religious beliefs and the role of sons in the family. The 
pressures of having female children in a society that even at the lowest level there are demands for dowry payments, which 
places severe economic burdens on the families.

In general, the project has adopted a holistic approach to the child and the family. Locally recruited community workers are 
trained by the SSI and pay community visits to advice on home management.

In the past, Anganwadi workers have also been provided training in the field of disability.

THE PRESENT SITUATION 

In 1993, there were serious riots in Bombay involving conflict between Muslims and Hindus. In Dharavi, some houses were 
destroyed and slum dwellers killed. This event had a severe effect on the local population, as many muslims previously living In 
relative harmony with their hindu neighbors moved to live In other muslim areas considered safer. This process has .changed 
the profile of the population and has affected the use of welfare services. However, local experts feel that slowly confidence is 
returning.

Due to the civil disorder and lack of stability in the slum, SSI decided to restrict the service to early detection, therapy, home 
management and reerals. ln order to continue the education, we requested Government of Maharashtra and BMC to ply public 
buses and bring the children to the SSI's existing schools. This had a two fold advantage. The disabled children are gaining 
confidence and training in independent travel and community awareness about the disability is also incareasing.lt is a common 
sight now to see people helping a young disabled child to board the bus or get-off or someone carrying the school bags or even 
the conductors being sensitive to the disabled.

The less severely disabled were integrated in the local schools. A questionnaire mounted recently to ascertain the performance 
of the children, show that the children are doing extremely well integrated into larger more formal set up. To study the reactions 
of parents to integrated eduction, we mounted a sample study in the catchment area of the existing service. The data is obtained 
from families in the following areas:
• Ambedkar Nagar 
• Kunchi Khore 
• Kumbharwada Road
• Nabhi Nagar
• Indira Nagar

In Dharavi, the nagars are present a ethnic group, religion or people speaking similar language. In the present case, almost the 
entire sample can understand and more than 74% can  speak Hindi. The data is collected. by the community health workers 
familiar, 4ith the area. A very short questionnaire was administered in Hindi and answers were recorded by the CHW. Data is
Collected from 101 families.



TABLE 1 - FAMILY SIZE

 3  4  5  Up to 10 More than 10 A.N.A.

 1  26  21  24 27   2
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE

From the earlier studies in the area, we know that Dharvi slum area has one of the highest concentrations of disabled - up to 7% 
in some pockets.  A large variety of income generation activities. Very high population density. The family size and income level 
in the area was :

TOTAL 101

Large as wel.1 as the small families are distributed in Nagars. No preference was indicated.

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

In spite of the facilities for primary education, spread of adult literacy programmes, access to municipal schools etc. majority 
women in the area are illiterate.

 

TOTAL  101

INCOME LEVEL

In almost all households, all adults are involved me form of income generating activity, but of our sample, six families (6%) are 
totally dependent on mothers' income as the man refuses to share the financial burden. or is unemployed. Five of these women 
were holding one job and moonlighting at home to supplement the income.

Total - 101
It must be kept in mind that most families in the area fall well below the poverty line (per capita income Rs. 300/- p.m.) due to 
large families sizes.

DISABILITY 
Incidence of polio-related disability in the area is very high, so much so that some families equate disability to 'polio '! In our 
survey 8 persons with physical disabilities were reported. There is no indication of the nature and extent of disability. According 
to our data collectors, this number does not include deaf children or those with mental handicap. An attempt is made to study 
the family profile of disabled in the area. It is found that :
• There are five disabled children below five years of age, two between seventeen and twenty years while one person is twenty 

four. 
• None of the disabled is attending school. Two adults sell utensils and the third is a vegetable vendor.

TABLE 3 - FAMILY INCOME

 Less Than 1000 1000 2000 3000 Above

 6 40 31 22 2  

S.S.C.      24                              16



• There is one person hailing from a large family of 14 members, two from ten members, three have a family of five and the 
remaining two disabled children are from small nuclear families of four members.

• All families are. Extremely poor, with three families each having income less Rs. 1000/- p.m. or between 1000 and 1500. Only 
the two large families reported an income of more than Rs. 2000/

• Educational level of parents follows the general trend in the area. 

Two families with disable children have reported that they will not send children to our school.
In our brief study, 10% of the parents have expressed their wish,' not to send children to our school. The characteristics of these 
families are :
• Low income < 1000 in most cases.
• Illiterate mothers except two who have studied up to IV. Even the percentage of illiterate fathers in the group is higher than 

average.
• Surprisingly, five mother are not working. One father is at home while the mother earns a living.

REASONS GIVEN
• No one to bring the children to school - 7
• Child - 21/2 years is too young to go to school -One.
• Child will not stay without mother – One
• Other school is closer – One
    
Do not want integration of able bodied and 'polio' children - One (These parents are both Illiterate, are in the profession of 
selling brooms, earn less than Rs. 1000/- p.m. and have Five people in the family)

CONCLUSION : 
An overwhelming and enthusiastic response to the possibility of sending children to the possible SSI school is indicated from 
this quick study. A more careful research design and analysis, will be necessary before deciding the type and nature of service. 
However, the data does seem internally consistent.
• Other features of the studied are :
• There are Balwadis in all Nagars - every neighborhood
• Parents feel that educational effort in Balwadies is half.  
• Balwadies are Unclean.
• Children are run away return home if the school is too and  close!
• ''English speaking' experts from outside the slum can give better education.

Keeping these results in mind we are now in the process of developing in appropriate curriculum for the integrated education' 
in the slums. We hope that we can take. a modular approach so that the model is versatile and dynamic-and could in principle be 
adapted to any environment irrespective of its geographical location.
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TABLE 4 - 

  FATHER MOTHER

 Illiterate -    3

 Literate 2 2

 Up to VII 3 3

 S.S.C. & Above 3
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10th May 10pm, “98.8degrees ! 'Step aside Mr Singh, you are not getting on this flight'…”this flight” was the 

first paid rescue mission back to India from New York. Aptly branded 'Vande Bharat' , the first planes to 

land in after the India lock down on 22March. A wait of 7 weeks during which nationals from most 

countries got home in different forms - why have 'they' forgotten to let us back in, when will it happen ? A 

feeling of being abandoned by one's own - all this even as COVID cases spiraled out of control in Boston. 

Boston in the state of MA peaked during this very period with hospitals overflowing and even doctors 

cabins being converted with hospital beds, as happened to my brother in law Dr Mandeep Sawhney from 

Harward. New York had a heaps of human bodies stored in meat trucks, awaiting cremation. 

Then the time came - the big rescue! A full sized Indian flag on a dignified majestic pedestal, NY based 

Counsel General Deepak himself supervising the arrangements , screen and get the 'rescued' thru to end.

The Gujrati doctor incharge Dr Palan, came close to chat up with me. Took off his mask and whispered to 

me “Sahib don't worry I know you are safe, I will get you on the plane. Now drink this cold water, get the 

damn jackets off, please let go of your luggage, Koi nahi hath lagae ga. Loosen your turban and get some 

temperature scan. This  took place a  few times again in the next hour 98.8! tut tut… But I had found a way 

to transfer my stress, furiously whatsapped my friends and family letting them panic along with me. 

Finally scanner showed up 98.1 degrees as my body temperature– the "cool off" was required after the 

long walk from the Airport 2nd floor to 3rd floor entrance and expectedly long lines and protocols 

thereafter. Last thru security, but boarded first. The good Dr Palan came to check on me at check- in as well. 

“Any relatives in USA ? Yes Yes my brother and sister in law both doctors…he said “pahle kyo nahi bataya, 

main unse check kar leta na” even more impressed to see me in 1st class.  That's when I noticed his black 

vest, neon yellow shirt and black formal jacket and jeans studded with beads, multicoloured sides, 

wearing  a dancing outfit. 

The most expensive plane trip of my life was filled to capacity, with 122 Mumbaikars and remaining 

Ahemdavadis along with an eeri silence with prevailed though the 15 hours. A Sikh captain/pilot lead his 

brave crew through this. The  no- contact protocol was maintained. We found pre-boxed cake, water and a 

nutria-bar on our seats...probably a yoghurt pack as well. Air India had thoughtfully placed a face mask, 

face shield with 2 sachets of hand sanitisor. Ahemdavadis were in the majority and alighted first. 

Mumbaikars in batches of 30. We went through the health and safety checks. Everything was well planned 

-  even had a photocopy machine at one of the checkpoints, as forms were required in duplicate. Bags out 

off to the BMC counter,  where a list of institutional quarantine facilities (hotels) was handed over. I knew 

what I wanted (close to home), so next was the move to the lower airport level where every pillar had a 

poster with a hotel name stuck on it.  Some chaos, and many  folks milling around, later figured out they 

were BEST employees and policemen. The BEST folk asked me to look for the hotel  representative, as I 

found the representative, it seemed to suffice but the chap wasn't interested in me at all. Belly bursting, 

slimy railway tout feeling prevailed. Finally he made the call to The President hotel to let them know they 

had an admit tonight! Every passenger was dropped to his hotel in a BEST bus and the passenger manifesto 

was with the CRPF at the exit to tick off. No escape from quarantine and no home quarantine despite very 

high hopes of the same.
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My wife had a movement pass to pick me up, the BEST Deputy  General Manger wanted a copy to try and get 

out, but the only copier was at the airport hotel in the same hall, They were very hesitant and it took some 

cajoling to get their 'faulty' printer to work. The Marol BEST depot manager came with me for the copy, by 

the time we got it the bus was ready to leave and I was gently told to take it, which I did. My wife followed 

waving to me all the way. I felt like Sanjay Dutt being arrested for something I didn't do, but it was the need 

of the hour – as I felt much like the local VIP occupying the entire BEST bus.  

A BMC representative in the bus ensured the Hotel duty manager spoke to her boss, to confirm my 

"admission" . I checked in at 5am, the entire process had taken only 3 hours from plane to quarantine. By 

8am I was all set up for my zoom review with boss. Cleaning the room  to the best I could think of and basic 

set up done. Missed 1st breakfast in the country, as I wasn't aware that it was to be picked up at the lift 

entrance @ 7am. lunch was at 1pm and dinner was at 7pm. Like in a hospital, meal timings were strict. 

Meals were exactly like what one would get on a train in prepacked plastic boxes. I didn't realise how much 

roti meant to me as the boxes had rice and pau. 14 days with the best view in Mumbai wasn't that bad. A 

good wifi connection and even a friend’s friend (from my school group) found in the room next door. I 

skipped the once a week hotel room cleaning, opting to be paranoid and do it myself rather than let anyone 

in. A week later when I was convinced they had forgotten us , the BMC came for a temperature and blood 

oxygen check. COVID test on day 11-12 and I was free again. Not quite, the rubber stamp on my wrist 

ensured I stayed put away another week

By Mr. P. D. Singh
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Parent's Point of view
Current News….

No matter what happens,.  there is always a great learning from the 
situation. Swatch Bharat.. Swatch Bharat...plastic ban...has been the 
order for all. Toilets are built, recycling of waste ....but personal 
cleanliness was never emphasized upon as it is now. In the present 
emergency, we have learnt it the hard way. In ADAPT we talk about 
personal hygiene, keep clean, keep surroundings clean but the 
greater impact of scrubbing hands clean is now. We are praying and 
praying sincerely....'Dear God pulls us out safely from this dreadful 
pandemic '..

Covid-19 has locked down the city...and rightly so....keep to yourself now to be once again 
together when the disgusting virus vanishes...and hopefully that is not very far off...and 
during this trying time our Adaptians are keeping themselves occupied...with assistance or 
without....these lovely ever happy children have a strong will to accept and deal with any 
situation with a smile....they give a message....' Include us and have a heart like us’

by Mrs. Pushpa Moghul,Parent of Esha Moghul of Gr X:
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06 Global Window

Disability in the media

Conventional print media plays an important role in circulating information and ideas.  
However, at present, with the coming of electronic and digital media, mass media has 
become more than ever important.  It has reach and influence just at the tap of button from 
any part of the world transcending geographical boundaries. Media, therefore is an 
important tool in creating awareness on disability and breaking stereotypes attached to it. 
However, as most of the studies suggest, the visibility of disability in the media is not only 
rare but often times it reinforces negative images or medical model of disability. 

Media has always ignored disability, there is a very rare visibility of disability in the media. 
To give a recent instance, enough attention has not been being given to the challenges faced 
by disabled people and their families in the media on the impact of Covid-19. 

The problem with media when it comes to disability, is that it  does not only limit,  but also 
the reinforces the stereotypical depictions of disability. Some of the most common 
stereotypes with regard to people with disability that are being depicted in the media are 
someone to be pitied upon or not capable of making one's own decision. Such frequent 
negative portrayal of people with disability in mass media like arts, film, television, play a 
major role in shaping the public perception of disability. Disability advocates in response 
rightly criticise such depiction and call for inclusion and stress on the social model of 
disability. At the same time there are increasing numbers of disabled people and 
organisations working in the disability sector taking the ownership/becoming the agency 
in narrating the stories of disability in mass media which is imperative as it moves away 
from the earlier stereotypical depictions of disability. 

In conclusion, given the impact media has in shaping public's notion on disability in today's 
highly technological advanced world, it is important that not only media should work 
towards giving equal attention to disability but also should do away with the medical model 
of disability and move to the social one.  

Contributed by Tsuknungtula, Tsewang under the guidance of Ms. Malini Chib
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My Tryst with My Disability

I joined ADAPT (formerly The Spastics Society of India) in 2005. I still vividly remember my first meeting 
with Dr Alur at the Colaba office. I was totally charmed and awed by her and despite knowing it meant a 
long commute to Afghan Church every day I took up her offer to join the management team at ADAPT.

I loved my little first floor office at the Colaba School; overlooking the sea and the blooming Gulmohar tree 
in the playground. The office there had many advantages...It was just opposite to Dr Alurs office with whom 
I would be working closely with and gave me direct access to her. She would walk in every day with a lovely 
smile and full of energy and you felt charged. The other plus was that it over looked the playground and I 
could see the children when they came out to play. It was a wonderful sight to see them enjoying 
themselves. Of course since the office was tucked away in the corner, I could work peacefully without the 
hustle bustle of the school distracting me. However this meant I would have to walk through the 
classrooms to enter my office.

It was a delight every morning to stroll through the classrooms and see the children studying. I would often 
stop to say hello and the teacher would make them wish me Good morning. All school children say that 
Good morning in the same sing song tone. I would wish them and stand for a few minutes watching them. 
After a few days I started recognizing them by their names and would see their happy smiles when I 
wished them by their names.

One of them was Alpana, a sweet looking young ten year old girl with beautiful huge eyes and short 
cropped hair. She had cerebral palsy and barely any speech. Every time I wished her she would look at me 
shyly from the corner of her eyes and give me a slight  smile. Slowly as days passed her smile grew wider 
and an unspoken bond of friendship was formed between us. I could see her eyes light up when I came and 
she would  perk  up  and reward me with a smile. After a couple of weeks, I thought it was time to take the 
friendship beyond a Good Morning and to begin some conversation.

One day I stopped at her table and bent down to sit on my knees to talk to her. I looked into her eyes and 
began talking to her. I asked, 'How are you?' She smiled diffidently and blinked her eyes at me. I felt 
encouraged and asked her gently, 'Are you good? She nodded her head and I could see her drooling. I very 
gingerly wiped her mouth with the napkin around her neck. She gave me a look which I think meant Thank 
you and gurgled something. I tried to catch it but could not. Her teacher called out to her and that was my 
hint to leave the class. She waved bye to me and I waved back at her. I felt good as I felt the ice had been 
broken.

It became a routine for me to stop at her class and wish her. As her class would be on I could not talk to her. 
However the opportunity to talk to her came again in a few days.  A couple of days later the children were 
all playing outside in the verandah. It was my chance to once again talk to her. I smiled at her sitting happily 
in her wheelchair, bent on my knees to be ateye level with her and asked her, 'How are you doing? She gave 
me a smiling look; I  could feel her eyes talking to me. She again gurgled something. I strained my ears to 
catch it. I asked her, 'Are enjoying playing? She once again babbled something. I felt a sense of helplessness. 
She was trying to say something but I could not understand. I tried again, she tried again. Still I could no 
grasp what she was saying. She was very patient with me for a couple of times but I could then sense her 
frustration. I was also feeling increasingly helpless and upset with myself. Why could I not understand? 
Why? Then I realized and told myself, 'This was my first experience of working with a disability 
organization... I did not have the requisite training...I was not a special educator...I did not know sign 
language....'.I gave myself a lot of reasons as to why I could not understand what Alpana had been  very 
patiently trying to tell me.



I realized that if I wanted to communicate with her and the other children I must educate myself in this 
field. This was a big barrier of not knowing much about disability. I had no prior knowledge or the skill sets 
to deal with it. Therefore I was so helpless. If  I  trained myself then definitely I would be able to understand 
her. I went up to the special educator and asked her if she would help me to know more about how to 
communicate with the children. She very kindly said, 'Of course I will'. I went back to my seat and resumed 
my work, but this kept bothering me.

The next day began in the same way as I walked through the classroom greeting the children and then 
stopping to wish the children. I once again stopped at Alpana's table and smiled at her. She smiled back, I 
said, 'Good morning', she wished me back in her garbled tone. Her eyes were shining and I could sense she 
was as happy to see me as I was to see her. That's when it struck me...It was not about ... not knowing , not 
having the necessary training, not knowing about disability... the barrier was not her inability to 
communicate in the way I was used to , the barrier was not my lack of expertise or knowledge or skills...
...It was all about the Barriers I had created in my mind...

The barriers of my mindset that thought that I had to know her speech  or language...her way of 
communication that I had to be taught by an expert on how to communicate with her. When actually it was 
no different, it was natural..The way I communicated with anyone else. Communication did not necessarily 
need a language...our smiles...our eyes..our natural affinity towards each other said it all . I had put all kinds 
of blocks in my head that told me I could not understand her , which were stopping me from understanding 
her.

Honestly just knowing that it was my barrier...It changed everything... After that, I found that I could 
actually often understand what she was trying to tell me. We did begin our conversations and they did 
become longer and my inhibitions much shorter.

I can honestly say that my time at ADAPT truly opened my eyes to the world full of disability and diversity. I 
became conscious of so many things which had led to the exclusion ofpeople with disabilities... the fact that 
there were no ramps in most places, no disabled friendly toilets, no parks or trains ... no theatres.. no 
Braille...no subtitles. ..no restaurants where a person with disability could go or enjoy life like any other 
Indian citizen. Also there were definitely a whole lot of myths, fears and attitudinal barriers towards 
persons with disabilities.

I also became aware of how we all had our own share of disabilities. The only difference being some are 
visible and many hidden.

ADAPT introduced me to my disability. 

Thank you.

By Ms. Simi Vij 

07 Bygones yet not bygones
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Whose woods these are I think I know.   

His house is in the village though;   

He will not see me stopping here   

To watch his woods fill up with snow.   

My little horse must think it queer   

To stop without a farmhouse near   

Between the woods and frozen lake   

The darkest evening of the year.   

He gives his harness bells a shake   

To ask if there is some mistake.   

The only other sound’s the sweep   

Of easy wind and downy flake.   

The woods are lovely, dark and deep,   

But I have promises to keep,   

And miles to go before I sleep,   

And miles to go before I sleep.

By Robert Frost

Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
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Panel Discussion on World Cerebral Day

People with special needs and their families witnessed a turnaround for their Health and Rehabilitation 
needs and access. An interactive dialogue was held as a part of the World Cerebral Palsy Day Celebrations 
on zoom on the topic Corona Dialogue: Health and Rehabilitation in  Covid19 Pandemic.

Dr. Taral Nagda, Director, Institute of Paediatric Orthopaedic Disorders and Chair, World 
Cerebral Palsy Day Committee, chaired this session and had prepared a list of questions that she 
asked the panellists to address.

Dr. Samiran Nundy, Chair, Institutional Review Board, ADAPT was earlier Head of the 
Department of Gastrointestinal Surgery at AIIMS, New Delhi, joined the panel from Delhi and 
shared that two thirds of his hospital had been converted to cater to the needs of the Covid 
positive patients. As a result of this, only those who needed emergency surgeries were treated.  
Initially there were 50 to 60 outpatients everyday, but now there were 1500 as people had to be 
treated for their diseases. The doctors were also impacted.

Dr Anaita Hegde, Consultant Neurologist, ADAPT, thanked the Covid warriors and shared that 
during her online consultations, she had seen that parents were confused and did not have the 
help of the doctors and therapists so a large part of the online consult time went in counselling 
them and building their confidence. They astarted sending parents education and therapy 
videos. The focus was on maintaining a similar timetable as it was before Covid and adding 
household chores and activities. They realised that since the children had their parents all the 
time, they did well and were happy. Parents learnt hands on and were able to flourish and became 
confident.

Dr. Sanjay Nagral, Liver Surgeon, said that the important role that non doctor staff i.e nurses 
and others played in the health care system and their roles had now become more recognised 
and appreciated. These were unprecedented times and had brought the private and public 
sector as many patients had suffered. The Government controlling the beds in the private sector 
had been unusual. He felt that the branding of health care and its funding would change. A 
positive outcome was that it had lead to a re-examining of our health care systems.

Dr Pravina Shah, former Head, Neurology, Seth G. S. Medical College and K.E.M Hospital, spoke 
of children in the rural areas who did not have access to online services. Technology had helped 
with online consultation for neurological disorders. She also felt that parents being at home 
made children happy and functional therapy had helped them cope. Patients were also 
comfortable at home and had been helped by counselling by professionals.

Dr Urvashi Shah, Neuropsychologist, addressed the behavioural issues that had emerged due 
to the pandemic. Self- worth had been affected and professionals had had to counsel and 
encourage them to engage in household activity. Children had done well just being home with 
parents, but it had been difficult for caregivers. One of the common problems that had arisen in 
the paediatric and geriatric section was that they were unable to understand the disease and 
the protocol associated with it so a lot of counselling had to be done.
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Dr Mithu Alur, Founder Chairperson, ADAPT, thanked the doctors who had been part of the 
ADAPT team for over 30 years. She said that it had been a very difficult time for parents. She had 
herself, as a mother, had to do everything including functional therapy and yoga for her 
daughter Malini who had flourished and was now able to stand up for 7 minutes. As a parent, she 
had felt alone and hence   developed the teletherapy services online.  Over 700 sessions had 
been conducted and her experience with tele therapy was that both parents the children did very well. 

Online education was the other initiative that had been set up and over 200 children were availing of 
lessons online.  Treatment online for multiple disabilities was focussed on preventing contractures and 
deformities. An in-service newsletter called 'I Konnect' was started, reviews and case conferences were 
carried out online. It was a difficult time for parents and the support of all the panellists had helped 
tremendously through these times. She also shared that ADAPT was a community- based organisation and 
had also provided relief to migrant workers and families in the sums. Community work had continued 
during the pandemic.

Dr. Shabnam Rangwala, Paediatric occupational therapy and former Head of Therapy, ADAPT 
spoke of the learnings from the pandemic and how therapy had changed. She recalled the terms 
coined by Dr. Alur of de-institutionalization, de-professionalisation and demystification and 
seen that this had happened during the pandemic. Families had moved from the hospital 
settings to the home settings. Parents had become the main caregivers. The issue had been 
demystified as distances and boundaries had disappeared. There had been ad positive impact as 
we had moved away from a medical model of disability to a social and functional model of disability where 
we now look at the family as a whole and the Persons with Disability within that setting.

Dr. Nagda thanked all the panelists for their support and for sharing their experiences, thoughts and views.



10 Birthday Wishes

To You

From 

All at ADAPT

BHAVANA MUKHERJEE (7�� November) 

MAMATA MUKHERJEE (22ⁿ� NOVEMBER) 

RESHMA TANNA (27�� NOVEMBER) 
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Thank youThank you

Sandhya Salian

Sandhya. A gem. An asset. 
A silent worker. A hard worker. 
She loves her work and delivers 
with sincerity and commitment. 

Prompt and helpful, she is easy to 
get along. 

Thank you Sandhya!

You are a star!

Sandhya Salian
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My Experience during the Lockdown 2020 Along With My School & Office Experience 

The lockdown 2020, has given me many experiences, some good, some bad.  

Starting with the bad ones, it has completely deprived me of going out of the house, as I stay on the second 

floor of a building which has no lift, and am completely dependent on helpers to take me up and down two 

floors. Now with no helpers allowed in the house, due to the Carona Virus scare, I have become house 

bound. I live with my parents, who are quite old and though they look after all my needs throughout the 

day, lifting me up and down two floors is quite impossible for them. Luckily, I have a balcony at my place, 

which gives me some open air and some time to be in the sun, while watching masked people going about 

their work. 

However, the good part is, during this lockdown, I keep myself busy throughout the day, sometimes with 

my office work, sometimes with my craft work like beading and crochet, at times chatting with my friends, 

every once in a week I do online get-together meet up with my classmates, browsing the computer while 

listening to music, watching TV, working on my passion for dancing, by learning new movements from 

Shiamak Davar's online classes and above all, now I am learning how to play badminton while sitting on my 

wheelchair and taking more tips from YouTube on how to play wheelchair badminton which also known as 

para- badminton, while watching all these para sports game it really motivates me to do the same… 

My school experience: I'm an ex-student of ADAPT (Formerly known as The Spastics Society of India) 

where I was in the pre-school,  for 2 years which made my basics strong. Thereafter, I took up normal 

studies and passed the 8th standard and then shifted to the NIOS section and cleared the same well. I 

joined the Work Skills Unit where I have learnt how to make handicrafts, etc.  In the year 2007, my Work 

Skills Unit was shifted from Bandra (W) to Chembur ADAPT at “National Job Development Centre” which 

initially was a great disappointment to me as it required a lot of commuting. But this disappointment 

proved to be a great opportunity for me, as there I could attend the MS-CIT computer course, and passing 

the same with flying colors proved to be a real turning point in my life by being interested in computers 

from a very early age. Now since 2009 till date I am presently working at ADAPT Bandra centre as "Junior 

Administrative Assistant” firstly in the Training Department and presently in the Library Department ., 

besides helping with the CII work too.  

I also take some time out to pray daily with my mom, requesting God to end this Carona Virus period soon, 

to keep all safe, and to make life normal, healthy and joyful for all. 

Best Regards,

Zenia Malegamwala 



13 Know your colleague

Name : Manju Thakur         
Department : Education (School)

Years at ADAPT? 
29  years   

What brought you to ADAPT?
Karma

Who inspires you?
My father Late Ram Chandra Prasad Singh (a philanthropist)

Where's your favorite place in the world?
Any where in the Natures lap foot Hills of Mountains, along the 
Rivers and Oceans (water bodies)in and around the flora and fauna

I am passionate about: 
I am passionate about every thing in life it’s a combo of many things but 
to put in here I would love to say that I am passionate about

Teaching
My beliefs
Uplifting people in need
Simplifying my Life
Creativity Skills

What's your favorite movie?
 I really do not enjoy watching Movies,very difficult to answer .......but 
loved the following ...
Rustom
The Gazi Attack
Haqiqat (old one )

Who would you like to swap places with for a day?
My inner Self with my outer self and viceaversa 

If you could visit any place in the world, where would you go?
Maansarovar  

What's your favorite family tradition?
Get together for Kumauni traditional customs.

Which 3 individuals, living or dead would you like to eat dinner with 
the most?
1. Jaggi Sadhguru
2. President APJ Kalam.
3.My Courageous Paternal great grand mother.,who drove the dacoits 
out of the house n even detected who the man was...(my dads grand 
mother)

What's your secret talent that no one knows about? 
None ..I am an open boo 
     (Secrets not to be revealed detective needed)

Which is your favorite book? 
Never read any book ...but will definitely try to read the Vedas and 
Puraan if ever get a chance

At home we would find you doing.
Cleaning ,munching and resting on my bed.

The best meal you have ever had is.
I love food hence for me every meal is enjoyable .But on special 
occasions would love to eat Indian delicacies especially Kheer Puri 
Aloo.

Your most memorable moment at ADAPT.
Everyday at ADAPT has been memorable ...but will cite some
1.When Dr Alur entered my class, to show me how to help Vikram to 

perform an activity, that I was struggling 
with, during my first year at ADAPT.

2.When Rajeev one of my student said 
“Manju Aunty you teach so well I can 
understand what you teach “

You have your own late night talk show; who 
do you invite as your first guest. 
I would invite” Marvellous Malini”an 
amazing and inspirational person.

What would be the title of your autobiography?
Me with Myself:-A Journey.

As a child what did you want to be when you grew up?
My wishes kept changing as I kept growing up, deriving inspiration 
from reading about people, from being Jhansi ki Raani, to Indira 
Gandhi, to Kiran Bedi to Doctor and then being a Lawyer. Never 
wanted to be a teacher ...ha ha ha ....but see ...now I am doing a great 
job..I am a teacher and always will be a teacher

Name the first 3 things on your bucket list. 
1.Own a comfortable house in the midst of nature.
2.Tour around my country and if possible the world.
3.To start my own Pre Primary School .

What is the one thing we don't know about you? 
I am an open book.
I don’t know many things about myself... plz help me to know...

if you could rename yourself, what name would you pick?
None
I love my name given to me by my parents and grand parents ...

What would you choose: ower to become invisible OR ower to P P
read people's minds,?
Power to read people’s mind.

Which lines or lyrics sum up your view on life? 
िज़�दगी एक सफ़र ह ैसहानाु

यहाँ कल �या हो िकसने जाना....(Andaaz)

�क जाना नह� त कह� हार केू
क◌ा◌ँट� पे चलके िमल�गे साये बहार के

ओ राही, ओ राही...

(Imtihaan)

सजन रे झठ मत बोलोू
ख◌ुदा के पास जाना है
न हाथी ह ैन घोड़ा है
वहाँ पदैल ही जाना है

(Teesri kasam)

हमने सना था एक ह ैभारतु
सब म�क� से नेक ह ैभारतु
ल◌े िकन जब नजदीक से देखा
स◌ोच समझ कर ठीक से देखा
हमने न�शे और ही पाए
बदले ह�ए सब तौर ही पाए
एक से एक क� बात जदा हैु
धम� जदा ह ैजात जदा ह ैआप ने जो कछ हम को पढाया वो तो कही भी नज़र न आयाु ु ु

(Didi)
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Rest In Peace: The "I Can't" Funeral

Donna's fourth-grade classroom looked like many others I had seen in the past. Students sat in five rows of 
six desks. The teacher's desk was in the front and faced the students. The bulletin board featured student 
work. In most respects it appeared to be a typically traditional elementary classroom. Yet something 
seemed different that day I entered it for the first time. There seemed to be an undercurrent of excitement.

Donna was a veteran small-town Michigan schoolteacher only two years away from retirement. In 
addition she was a volunteer participant in a county-wide staff development project I had organized and 
facilitated. The training focused on language arts ideas that would empower students to feel good about 
themselves and take charge of their lives. Donna's job was to attend training sessions and implement the 
concepts being presented. My job was to make classroom visitations and encourage implementation.

I took an empty seat in the back of the room and watched. All the students were working on a task, filling a 
sheet of notebook paper with thoughts and ideas. The ten-year-old student closest to me was filling her 
page with "I Can'ts."

"I can't kick the soccer ball past second base."

"I can't do long division with more than three numerals." "I can't get Debbie to like me."

Her page was half full and she showed no signs of letting up. She worked on with determination and 
persistence.

I walked down the row glancing at students' papers. Everyone was writing sentences, describing things 
they couldn't do.

"I can't do ten push-ups."

"I can't hit one over the left-field fence." "I can't eat only one cookie."

By this time, the activity engaged my curiosity, so I decided to check with the teacher to see what was going 
on. As I approached her, I noticed that she too was busy writing. I felt it best not to interrupt.

"I can't get John's mother to come in for a teacher conference." "I can't get my daughter to put gas in the car."

"I can't get Alan to use words instead of fists."

Thwarted in my efforts to determine why students and teacher were dwelling on the negative instead of 
writing the more positive "I Can" statements, I returned to my seat and continued my observations. 
Students wrote for another ten minutes. Most filled their page. Some started another.

"Finish the one you're on and don't start a new one," were the instructions Donna used to signal the end of 
the activity. Students were then instructed to fold their papers in half and bring them to the front. When 
students reached the teacher's desk, they placed their "I Can't" statements into an empty shoe box.

When all of the student papers were collected, Donna added hers. She put the lid on the box, tucked it 
under her arm and headed out the door and down the hall. Students followed the teacher. I followed the 
students.
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Halfway down the hall the procession stopped. Donna entered the custodian's room, rummaged around 
and came out with a shovel. Shovel in one hand, shoe box in the other, Donna marched the students out of 
the school to the farthest corner of the playground. There they began to dig.They were going to bury their 
"I Can'ts"! The digging took over ten minutes because most of the fourth-graders wanted a turn. When the 
hole approached three-feet deep, the digging ended. The box of "I Can'ts" was placed in position at the 
bottom of the hole and quickly covered with dirt.

Thirty-one 10 and 11-year-olds stood around the freshly dug grave site. Each had at least one page full of "I 
Can'ts" in the shoe box, four-feet under. So did their teacher.

At this point Donna announced, "Boys and girls, please join hands and bow your heads." The students 
complied. They quickly formed a circle around the grave, creating a bond with their hands. They lowered 
their heads and waited. Donna delivered the eulogy.

"Friends, we gather today to honor the memory of 'I Can't.' While he was with us on earth, he touched the 
lives of everyone, some more than others. His name, unfortunately, has been spoken in every public 
building—schools, city halls, state capitols and yes, even The White House.

"We have provided 'I Can't' with a final resting place and a headstone that contains his epitaph. He is 
survived by his brothers and sister 'I Can', 'I Will' and 'I'm Going to Right Away.' They are not as well known 
as their famous relative and are certainly not as strong and powerful yet.

Perhaps some day, with your help, they will make an even bigger mark on the world.

"May 1 Can't' rest in peace and may everyone present pick up their lives and move forward in his absence. 
Amen.”

As I listened to the eulogy I realized that these students would never forget this day. The activity was 
symbolic, a metaphor for life. It was a right-brain experience that would stick in the unconscious and 
conscious mind forever.

Writing "I Can'ts," burying them and hearing the eulogy. That was a major effort on the part of this teacher. 
And she wasn't done yet. At the conclusion of the eulogy she turned the students around, marched them 
back into the classroom and held a wake.

They celebrated the passing of "I Can't" with cookies, popcorn and fruit juices. As part of the celebration, 
Donna cut out a large tombstone from butcher paper. She wrote the words "I Can't" at the top and put RIP in 
the middle. The date was added at the bottom.

The paper tombstone hung in Donna's classroom for the remainder of the year. On those rare occasions 
when a student forgot and said, "I Can't," Donna simply pointed to the RIP sign. The student then 
remembered that "I Can't" was dead and chose to rephrase the statement.

I wasn't one of Donna's students. She was one of mine. Yet that day I learned an enduring lesson from her.

Now, years later, whenever I hear the phrase, "I Can't," I see images of that fourth-grade funeral. Like the 
students, I remember that "I Can't" is dead.

Chick Moorman

Law of Attraction Haven
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1. What is harder to catch the faster you run?

2. What has a ring, but no finger?

3. What body part is pronounced as one letter but written with three, only      

 two different letters are used?

4. What is higher without the head, than with it?

5. What doesn't get any wetter, no matter how much rain falls on it?

6. What goes up and down without moving?

7. What is round on both ends and hi in the middle?

8. What is half of two plus two?

9. What flies without wings?

10. What kind of fish chases a mouse?

11. What belongs to you but others use it more than you do?

12. What starts with a 'P', ends with an 'E' and has thousands of letters?

13. The more of them you take, the more you leave behind. What are they?

14. What gets wetter as it dries?

15. What has four fingers and one thumb, but is not alive?

Riddles

Answer available on the last page 
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The month of November sees the celebration of several pompous, colourful and joyous festivals in India. 
Different States across India celebrate these festivals in their own unique style, backed by fascinating 
stories of valour & triumph.

November 4 - Vakratunda Sankashti Chaturthi

Devotees of Lord Ganesha observe the Sankashti vrat on every Chaturthi Tithi, 
Krishna Paksha (waning phase of the Moon). The Sankashti of the Kartik month, 
Krishna Paksha is called Vakratunda Sankashti Chaturthi vrat. Devotees keep a 
day-long fast and break it only after sighting the Moon in the evening.

November 4 - Karwa Chauth

On this day, married women keep a day-long fast to pray for the wellbeing & long 
lives of their husband. They break their fast after sighting the Moon at night and 
then seeing their husband through a sieve. Subsequently, after worshipping the 
Moon God, women break their fast by drinking water from their husband's hand. 
This festival has gained in popularity not only amongst women from Northern 
India but in other states too. Women deck themselves up as brides in heavy 
traditional clothes, jewellery and adorn their palms with mehndi.

November 13 - Dhanteras

Dhanteras is celebrated on the Trayodashi Tithi, Krishna Paksha in the month of 
Kartik. This significant day marks the beginning of Diwali festivities. According to 
a legend, Lord Dhanavantri (the God of medicines) and Devi Lakshmi (the 
Goddess of wealth) emerged on this day from the Kshirasagara (cosmic ocean) 
when the Devas and the Asuras churned the ocean in an event called Samudra 
Manthan to obtain Amrita (the nectar of immortality). Hence, Goddess Lakshmi 
along with Lord Kubera who is the God of wealth, is worshipped on this day.

November 14 - Diwali

Diwali marks the day of Lord Rama's return to Ayodhya, his birthplace after 
completing a fourteen-year long vanvas (exile) on Amavasya Tithi, Kartik month. 
Since it was a New Moon Day, and there was no moonlight, the people of his 
kingdom lit oil lamps to welcome him and celebrate his homecoming. One of the 
most popular festivals of not only Hindus, its also observed by Jains, Sikhs and 
Buddhists. Diwali symbolizes the victory of light over darkness, good over evil, 
and knowledge over ignorance. There is a cleaning spree in Hindu homes in 
preparation of the big day! Sweets and savoury snacks are made and new clothes too are bought. Diyas, 
lanterns are lit  and beautiful rangolis are made in homes. Family gatherings on Diwali are a must, with 
huge feasts layed out. Fire crackers too are burst in celebration and there is a general feeling of hope & 
happiness.

November 14 - Lakshmi Pujan

On this day, devotees perform the Lakshmi Pujan to welcome the Goddess of 
wealth. People pray to the Mother Goddess for a wealthy and prosperous life.
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November 14 - Kali Puja

On this day, devotees in the eastern part of the country worship Goddess Kali, one 
of the fiercest avatar of the Mother Goddess. Pandals are erected, and idols of the 
Mother Goddess are installed in states such as West Bengal, Odisha, Assam, 
Tripura and Bihar.

November 15 - Govardhan Puja

On this day, devotees celebrate the victory of Lord Krishna over Indra Dev. This 
festival is associated with the Govardhan Parvat (hill) that Krishna lifted with his 
little finger to save the people of the Braj region from torrential rains.

November 16 - Bhai Dooj or Bhau Beej

Siblings celebrate this festival. It is similar to the Raksha Bandhan. On Bhai Dooj 
day, sisters pray for the wellbeing of their brothers while putting a tilak on their 
forehead. 

November 20 - Chhath Puja

Women who hail from the states of Bihar, Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh keep a fast 
and worship the Sun God on Chhath puja day. This festival spans over 4 days and 
culminates with the puja of Chhati Maiyya or Goddess Usha, the consort of Surya 
Dev.

November 20 - Soora Samharam

This day marks the triumph of Lord Kartikeya or Murugan over a demon named 
Soorapadman. Devotees celebrate the victory of Lord Kartikeya by observing this 
festival.

November 11 and 25 - Rama Ekadashi and Devutthana Ekadashi

Devotees keep the Rama and Devutthana Ekadashi vrat and worship Lord Vishnu 
on the Ekadashi Tithis of Kartik Shukla Paksha and Kartik Krishna Paksha 
respectively. The Devutthana Ekadashi marks the end of the Chaturmas period.

November 26 - Tulasi Vivah

On this day, devotees perform the marriage ceremony of the holy Tulsi plant, also 
known as Vrinda and Lord Krishna. After Tulsi Vivah, the wedding season in 
Indian begins.

November 30 - Guru Nanak Jayanti

This year, 551st Birth Anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev Ji Jayanti will be observed 
on November 30. This day, a Full Moon Day (Kartik Purnima) marks the birth 
anniversary of the founder of the Sikh religion.



Onwards 
we march together

Thank YouThank You



ADAPT Mission Statement:

ADAPT's mission is to influence and change public policy in order to 

create an inclusive, accepting, disability friendly India by 

demonstrating and promoting the philosophy of inclusion through 

model innovative techniques guided by the key principles and 

Vision:

A D A P T ' s  ( F o r m e r l y  T h e 

Spastics Society of India) vision 

is  to  establ ish  r ights  and 

entitlements for children and 

y o u t h  w i t h  d i s a b i l i t y ,  t o 

introduce policy and legislative 

c h a n g e s  c o m b i n e d  w i t h 

reformative actions so that all 

existing services of education, 

health, welfare and employment 

are inclusive and to ensure that 
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ANSWERS

1. Breath

2. Telephone

3. Eye (I)

4. Pillow

5. Water

6. Stairs

7. Ohio 

8. Three 

9. Time

10. Catfish 

11. Name 

12. Postoffice

13. Footsteps

14. A Towel

15. A Glove


